Abstract. This paper chooses rice container transportation as the case, studies on the relationship between container packing and container shipping, analyse the main operation players, such as packaging provider, cargo owners, port & shipping company, to find its impact on container supply chain's KPI, identify the environmental impact and business benefits, under optimising container packing and shipping solutions. Then, according to the business case and container transport scenarios, it will build a mathematical Model to each scenario, in order to calculate and compare their container supply chain's KPI with different container shipping packages. After analysing the business cost, environment impact and lead time in each model, a decision-making framework will be given for container packing and shipping solutions by optimising the combination structure of different container supply chain and container shipping packages.
Introduction
In past years, a lot of study looked into supply chain efficiency in container operations. They aim to improve the container operation performance by simulation, mathematics and empirical. But, these studies did not look into delay factors of operation. Therefore, this study intended to overcome the shortcoming by analysing the sources of negative factors that affected container operations in container supply chain, such as delay caused by unreasonable packing and shipping solutions. And, in this paper, under the principle of sustainable container management (Dang & Chu, 2014) , to improve the service quality, we will optimise container operation activities by improving the secondary packaging design. Then, according to the operation features of different container supply chain, it will propose a decision-making framework of container shipping packages.
If we can appropriately select container shipping packages for different container supply chain, we can significantly reduce the lead time, carbon emission and business costs, and improve the service quality for container operations, since several unnecessary processes will be cancelled. In the other word, it could help to improve container supply chain performance. From a sustainable view, it meets the economic (business costs reduction), environmental (transport routes optimisation), social (lead time reduction & service quality improvement) requirements (Adams, 2006; Song,2012) .
BUSINESS CASE
This project chooses rice container transportation as the case. Rice is the basic grain consumed as a food in UK which is found in almost every supermarket. UK is a big consumer of rice in Europe. As the population increases, the import demand for rice is also increasing. These characteristics increase the burden of container transportation, making logistics complex and expensive, also improving the environment costs. So, it's necessary to find a way to improve the container operation performance for the rice, and achieve a sustainable development.
The case company -Weir & Carmichael is a typical packaging company which located in Liverpool. In addition, as another two important container operations player, the port and the shipping company will also be analysed by the case of Liverpool & Felixstowe port and Evergreen Line, in order to optimise operations and reduce environment costs throughout the whole supply chain.
A. Container transport scenarios
In this study, three container transport scenarios can be analysed: devanning at CY, devanning at cargo owner's warehouse and integrated intermodal transport discharging at Felixstowe Port. The first scenario (figure 2.1) belongs to multimodal transport, and the last two scenarios (figure 2.2, 2.3 & 2.4) can be considered as the integrated intermodal transport. In scenario 1, the operations of devanning will be happened at CY (Cargo Yard). Then, the container will be directly returned to the container storage yard appointed by the shipping line (Generally, shipping line will appointed the container storage yard which is the nearest to the destination port. Clearly, in this model, the container storage yard is also in Liverpool). In scenario 2, it represents the container transport mode of CY to Door. In this supply chain, before the node of cargo yard (in Liverpool), shipping line is responsible for the transport. Even though, the cargo owner will pick up the container at CY, it won't be devanning until it arrive cargo owner's warehouse. Then, the container will be directly returned to the container storage yard appointed by the shipping line.
Consignor
According to the empty container routes, scenario 3 (integrated intermodal transport) can be divided into 2 different modes (figure 2.3 & 2.4). In scenario 3, since transport operators are responsible for the whole delivery, they will organise all the transport. Except to waiting at the destination, cargo owners need to do nothing. In fact, the shipping lines always have several fixed transport routes for selection. And, according to customers' destination, they will select the best one in consideration of the cost and lead time. In this case, Evergreen Line operates the business of intermodal transport from Xiamen (consignors' factory or warehouse) to Manchester (consignee's plant or warehouse). And, the discharging port is Felixstowe, not Liverpool. In figure 2 .3, the empty container will be returned to Felixstowe. In figure 2 .4, it's distinguished with figure 2.3 in scenario 3 that the empty container will be back to the CY in Liverpool port. For other information, it's same with figure 2.3. In this case, generally, rice liner and bulk bag (also known as FIBC or ton bag) are used as the container shipping packages.

According to Rice liner is one of the general packaging methods for a wide range of industries. It offers three key applications which is protection, transport or shelf ready packaging. Its construction means that it is one of the most effective methods of protection whilst being easy to use. The Rice liner is usually placed in 20 "or 40" container, which can be used to load and transport a large shipment of solid granular products or powdered products. But, since it needs a special machine to fill and suck out, perhaps, it's time consuming to wait the machine schedule.
International standards bulk bags (also known as FIBC / Space Bag / ton bag / Picture Bag): is a flexible transport container. And, it's the flexible intermediate bulk containers, which is helpful to achieve the unit of transport. This flexible freight bag is shown in figure 2.5.
Figure 2.5 Bulk bag
Models and functions
According to the evaluation framework of container sustainable management (Dang & Chu, 2014) and measurement framework of container operation (Lai, 2002) , to optimise different container operation design, container operations' value can be considered as the efficiency and effectiveness measured from 4 criteria: the business costs, environment costs, lead time and service quality. Thus, following models and functions will be built based on these 4 criteria. Model 2B (Bulk bags):
Model 3B:
Model 4B:
In the modeling, some values should be nonnegative number, total cost (CTotal), freight rate (PF), loading or discharging rate (PLD), inland haulage rate (PI), carbon cap and trading price (PE), container leasing price (PL), demand of container (Dc) and container shipping packages (DP). Furthermore, the standard container has 3 sizes, 20 feet (1 TEU) and 40 feet (2 TEU). Thus, the container demand should be integer, & integer. And, the demand of container shipping package is limited by the demand of container. So they should meet the following formula:
. Based on IPCC (2007), the basic Carbon emission calculation formula is: , Carbon emissions of energies in transportation activity, kg; Consignment weight, tone; Distance of transportation mode i, km; Emission factor of energy i, kg per kg.km.
Data
In this case, the primary data are collected from the company's website and actual investigation (Evergreen Line & Liverpool Port), and the secondary data comes from current published research results.
Primary data include: Freight consignment information (Transport conditions, cargo specification, shipping processes); Container and container shipping packages information (Company information, container specification, container leasing rate and container shipping packages specification); Transport information (Ocean freight rates, inland delivery rate, fix cost, container loading/discharging cost); Average container inland turnaround time, ocean shipping time, and transport route.
Container 
Results and Analysis
C. Result data
The following two figures indicate the calculate results for previous 4 models in 3 different scenarios. Scenario 1 (Rice liner packaging) is the most time consuming solution, but its cost is the lowest among all scenarios. In contrast, Scenario 3 uses the shortest time, but with a higher cost than others. For the carbon emission, Scenario 1 (Bulk bag packaging) is the most environmental friendly one among all of the 4 models. To find a container transport solution for our case study, it needs a further analyse. Data analysis It's so hard to directly make a decision according to the result data in figure 5.1. In this part, Multi Criteria Decision Making methods (MCDM) can be useful for decision making, combined with AHP and normalised analyse. AHP is used for identifying the importance of each criterion and calculate their weights, when selecting a container transport solution. Then, the calculation steps of AHP are presented according to Saaty (1980) .
• AHP calculation
Step • Normalise Analysis The normalised decision-making matrix with value of each criterion expressed at intervals is presented in figure 6 .16. As all criteria are min-max normalised, all the result data will be mapped between 0 and 1 (Podvezko, 2011) . The conversion function is as follows:
To be specific, the normalisation is calculated under the weights (0.7235, 0.1932, 0.0833). It means cost is the most important factor, and much more important than the other two. And, the carbon emission factor is the most unimportant factor. From figure 5.3, we can see that, under this weight, the solution of Model 1A (namely, Scenario 1 with rice liner packaging) has the lowest score. Meanwhile, the solution of Model 3B (namely, Scenario 3 with bulk bag packaging, container return to Filexstowe) has the highest score. It indicates that, under the weight (0.7235, 0.1932, 0.0833), Model 1A is the best solution for the rice container transport. In fact, at different business background, cargo owner will pay much more attention on different factors. Thus, it needs a further discussion. In the following analysis, we will change the weight to different ratios, which will represent different business requirements.
• Further normalise analysis Weight 2 (0.5, 0.4, 0.1), it means that cost is the most important factor, but it's just a little more important than the time factor. And, carbon emission is the most unimportant one, however, just a little lighter than the time factor. This weight can be used to reflect the business with a rapid market, such as seasonal goods. It also can be used to reflect the business of perishable food, such as soybean, potato.
From figure 5 .3, we can see that, under this weight, the solution of Model 2A (namely, Scenario 2 with rice liner packaging) has the lowest score. Meanwhile, the solution of Model 3B (namely, Scenario 3 with bulk bag packaging, container return to Filexstowe) has the highest score. It indicates that, under the weight (0.5, 0.4, 0.1), Model 2A is the best solution for the rice container transport. 0.3, 0.5, 0.2) , time is the most important factor; cost factor is a little lighter than the time factor. And carbon emission is the most unimportant one, but a little lighter than the cost factor. This weight can be used to reflect the business of hot products in an emergency replenishment. In this situation, in order to maintain the market share, the cargo owner attaches great importance to the transport speed.
According to the score (figure 5.5), we can find that the result is quite different from previous matrixes. The lowest score is the model 4A, and the highest one is 1A. It means scenario 3, model 4 with rice liner packaging is the best solution for this weight. 0.4, 0.3, 0.3) , similarly, the normalised decision-making matrix is shown in figure  5 .6. This weight can be used to reflect the business in a high carbon tax area. From figure 47, we can see that, under this weight, the solution of Model 1B (namely, Scenario 1 with bulk bag packaging) has the lowest score. At the same time, the solution of Model 3B (namely, Scenario 3 with bulk bag packaging, container return to Filexstowe) has the highest score. It indicates that, under these 3 different weights, Model 1B is the best solution for the rice container transport.
E. Solution framework
Comprehensively considering above different weights, on the basis of sustainable container management, a container packing and shipping solution framework is given for the rice case (figure 5.7), under two different container transport modes. • Business requirements: (1) cost is the most important factor, a little or much more important than the time factor. And, carbon emission is the most unimportant one, however, just a little lighter than the time factor. (2) Carbon emission is as important as the time factor. And, cost is the most important one. Decision: multimodal transport, model 1B, bulk bag packaging.
• Business requirements: time factor is as important as the cost factor, they have the same weight. And, carbon emission is the most unimportant factor.
Decision: integrated intermodal transport, model 2A, rice liner packaging.
• Business requirements: time is the most important factor, and much more important than other two factors. In another words, the weight rates for carbon emission and cost are small. Decision: integrated intermodal transport, model 4A, rice liner packaging.
Discussion
In this case, the discharging ports are selected as Liverpool and Felixstowe. As we have introduced, the CFC for company A is in Manchester, the central part of UK. If the DC is located in the southern or northern, what the container packing and shipping solution should be?
If the cargo owner's warehouse is in the northern, the decision-making framework can also be applied to it. Because, except the transport distance, all the other factors are same with the case we have discussed.
If the DC is in the south part, such as Birmingham, the scenario in the solution framework will be less than the case we have discussed in previous chapters. The reason is easy. Comparing with Liverpool port, Felixstowe, as the biggest container port in UK, is much closer to Birmingham. Except to the geographical location feature, Felixstowe port also has its transport advantages. Thus, it's unnecessary to choice Liverpool port as the discharging port. And, the decision can be just made between model 3 and 4 under the Scenario 3, and Scenario 1.
Conclusion and limitation
This study focuses on the sustainable container management when selecting the container packing and shipping solutions. Based on the case of rice container transport in UK, and its main playersLiverpool & Felixstowe port, Evergreen Line and the cargo owner (Company A), AHP and numerical analyse was used to access the container operation performance from three main aspects, namely, lead time, business costs and environment impact. After calculating and analysing the above KPI's data when using different container packing and shipping solutions, some conclusions are brought.
For this case, from a sustainable view, scenario 1 (multimodal transport, Liverpool port, devanning at CY) has more advantages than other scenarios.
Appropriately using container shipping packages can help improve container operation performance. The bulk bag is a sub-packaging in container. And, it's helpful to achieve a unit handling operation. Compared with the rice liner, it can effectively improve the handling efficiency. For example, short the cross-docking time in cargo yard. It's suitable for the container supply chain with transfers in transit, especially for the multimodal transport. The rice liner is a holistic container packaging, with a cheaper packaging cost than the bulk bag solution. For a 20 ft. container, it needs 17 bulk bags with a packaging cost in 144 GBP, or one rice liner with a 120 GBP packaging cost. The rice liner also can provide a bigger container capacity utilisation than the bulk bag solution. From the analysis data, we can find that the container utilisation for rice liner solution is over 95%, but the bulk bag solution is around 90%. Under the integrated intermodal transport mode, the container won't be devanning until it reach cargo owner's warehouse. Thus, it's a good idea to select the rice liner packaging.
Appropriately selecting container packing and shipping solutions can help improve sustainable container management throughout the whole supply chain. According to our generalised analysis, for the business which has a cost or environmental tendency, it's better to choose scenario 1 (devanning at CY, multimodal transport mode) and use the bulk bag as its container shipping packages. And, it should try to use more water transport than road. For the time tendency business, if the CFC is in the south part, it's better to choice scenario 3 (integrated intermodal transport, Felixstowe port, container back to Liverpool port), with a rice liner packaging. If the CFC is in the north or central part, it's better to choice scenario 2 (integrated intermodal transport, Liverpool port), with a rice liner packaging.
In addition, this work also has some limitation. It's worthy to note that the case was too detailed to be able to draw general conclusions. The analysis of this study is restricted to one certain type of product within one sector. All assumptions and analysis was based on the specific case, so the results are right under the case's condition -container packing and shipping for the cargo in the types of powder, granular, massive objects, such as grain, forage, chemicals, building materials, plastics and others. That doesn't mean that these conclusions are applicable to all cargos' container packing and shipping. If some conditions in the case are changed, such as different consignment, packaging, or emission factors, there will be a possibility that the results may be different more or less.
For future study, measurement and analysis will be done among different companies and sectors, to develop the sustainable container packing and shipping framework in different supply chain.
